should be possible to use the language produced by individuals to learn about them and gain insight into their psyche. All that is required is a principled method of identifying patterns in language use and connect them with their psychological correlates.
Using Language as an Instrument of Measurement
The idea that the meaning of a word not entirely contained with it is not new. It has been postulated by several influential thinkers, including Firth (1957) , who wrote, "You shall know a word by the company it keeps." Once computers arrived on the scene, it was inevitable that they will be recruited to help researchers wade through texts to uncover the hidden patterns within. As I started graduate school, some of these methods were already well established.
Moreover, Thomas Landauer's approach, Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA; Landauer & Dumais, 1997; Landauer, Foltz, & Laham, 1998 , has already come under criticism for their ambitious claims regarding the ability of such statistical methods to model cognitive processes and linguistic structures.
At their core, these models attempt to distill the essence of meaning through the statistical analysis of patterns of word co-occurrence. This is a direct application of Firth's postulate, as the underlying hypothesis is that words that tend to occur in close textual proximity are likely to refer to the same, or similar, entities because they share the same underlying context. The result of such an analysis is frequently represented as a high-dimensional space in which words that are frequently found together are closer than those that rarely appear in the same context. Figure 1 depicts a reduced dimensional space for some birds and mammals, as well as relevant verbs of motion. As can easily be seen in the figure, similar terms tend to cluster together, whereas terms with clearly distinct meanings are further apart. The positions of the words were generated using multidimensional scaling (MDS) to reduce a 100-dimensional space based on co-occurrence patterns in the British National Corpus (2007) . Terms cluster by their category (bird, mammal, verb) and are also related by semantic properties (e.g., "fly" is closer to birds, while "walk" is closer to mammals). In addition to the attempts to apply these methods as models of knowledge representation and language processing, similar methods were successfully used by computational linguists. A wide range of applications were proposed, such as answering questions based on texts (Mohler & Mihalcea, 2009) , automatic summarization of texts (Yeh, Ke, Yang, & Meng, 2005) , machine grading (Foltz, Laham, & Landauer, 1999; Graesser et al., 2000 , and cross-linguistics translation (Tam, Lane, & Schultz, 2007) . Many of the current technologies employ similar approaches for their semantic processing. Moreover, the underlying characteristics of the space have been demonstrated to correspond to human performance in various tasks, with semantic priming and similarity judgments being especially prominent examples (Günther, Dudschig, & Kaup, 2016; Landauer & Dumais, 1997 .
The catalyst which made me look at these methods as possible tools for testing psychological theories, as opposed to modeling processes, was A. Kimball Romney's cultural consensus model (CCM; Romney, Weller, & Batchelder, 1986) . CCM is based on the observation that not all cultural informants are created equal. Some are more knowledgeable about the culture than others and will therefore provide "better" answers. CCM uses statistics to identify consensus answers-answers that most informants agree on and then uses these answers to gauge the correctness of each informant. Informants are then weighted by the observed quality of their answers, allowing the researcher to more reliably study aspects of the culture that are less well known and widely agreed upon.
Like LSA, the CCM examines a set of data for common patterns. In contrast to LSA, CCM does not aim to provide a model of culture or cultural knowledge, but rather simply to identify relevant information hidden in a heap of statistical noise. Nevertheless, the two models have very similar mathematical underpinnings, and languages are often associated with cultures. So why not use methods like LSA not as models of cognition, but as tools for comparing groups, much like we design traditional studies in psychology?
The Traditional Logic of Hypothesis Testing
To properly use a new source of information for statistical inference, we must first be cognizant of the tools we propose to use for its analysis. As mentioned earlier, I intended to use textbased data as stand in for individuals-that is, as if it was a measurement of the person who wrote the text. Essentially, I wanted to follow the standard logic of hypothesis testing, but with a different source of information.
In hypothesis testing, as normally practiced by psychologists, the researcher is interested in whether two (or more) distinct groups of measurements differ from each other. Most frequently, these differences involve some type of experimental treatment that is related to a prediction made by the researcher based on a theory. For example, if a social scientist would like to test the hypothesis that conservatives are more likely to be concerned with the rights of a fetus to life than liberals, they can measure individuals' political leanings and opinions regarding the rights of a fetus and compare the opinions of liberals and conservatives using one of several statistical tests (e.g., t-test, ANOVA).
It is important to note that these tests make several assumptions about the underlying measures and how they were collected. Two common assumptions are that the mean of the data follows the normal distribution, and that each measurement is independent of other measures. The latter can often be corrected with appropriate tests (e.g., repeated-measures ANOVA), but such dependencies need to be explicitly stated in the statistical model.
The first assumption can generally be expected to hold for the mean any set of data that is based on a random sampling of independent data points. This follows from the Central limit theorem, which states that as the sample size tends to infinity, the distribution of the sample mean will be normal. However, the second assumption, that the data points are independent of each other, is more difficult to ascertain. Nevertheless, in most cases of interest, the source of the measurement (i.e., the origin of the text in our case) needs to be known to a certain degree; otherwise, it would be largely impossible to assign it the appropriate study group. Consequently, it should be possible to identify which measurements originate from the same individual. As that is the level of dependency normally considered as relevant in psychological studies, it stands to reason that it should also be the standard we apply here.
Research Practicalities
It is now time to flesh out the method of measurement. As mentioned earlier, the basic idea is to measure the similarity of words and terms by examining the contexts in which they appear. If two words, for example, "hawk" and "falcon," appear with similar words in their proximity, such as "feathers" and "clouds," we will judge them more similar to each other than to a word such as "penguin" which is more likely to appear in proximity to "water" and not "feathers" or "clouds."
Several mathematical models have been proposed for achieving this goal, and the specifics of these models are less important for this present case than their general goal. Therefore, I will only illustrate one of these approaches, Wordspace, which was developed by Hinrich Schütze (1997, 1998) briefly (see Figure 2 ). References to more detailed explanations of the methods used in LSA and Topics Modeling are provided in the "Further Reading" section. The bolded words indicate the content words used in the computation of the context vector.
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The first step in Wordspace is to create a table collating the occurrences of the words in a corpus with other words. Each row in the table represents a word, and the columns represent words which appear within a particular context window of it (by default, within 15 words).
Because most words never occur near each other (e.g., "falcon" and "atom" are unlikely to cooccur), this table will be populated mostly by zeroes. However, factoring approaches such as Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) can be used to identify the latent factors which predict such co-occurrences. When this table is then reconstructed based on only the most important such factors, it will have very few zeroes.
Essentially, these tables represent a multidimensional semantic space in which each column is an axis. Each word therefore corresponds to a position in this space and the distance between words in the space relates to how often they co-occur with similar words (e.g., if both occur with "clouds" with equal frequency, they would be closer together than if they did not, all else being constant). These positions are identified in the table and the extent from the origin point of the space to that point is the vector associated with this word in the It is also possible to locate a phrase in this space by "averaging out" its component words. This is accomplished by adding the vectors together and then reestablishing the length of the vector to be 1 (which is the normalized length of the vectors representing each word). Individual measurements can therefore be computed from a text using this approach, and each measurement is a vector within this space. Importantly, once such a semantic space is constructed, it can be used to compute context vectors for any text-not just texts that were part of the initial corpus. Nevertheless, as language use varies across domains and genres, a space generated from a similar content type to the measured texts is likely to provide better results.
Although standard measurements of human performance are generally described using a single number (a scalar), textual measurements as described here involve a vector-an ordered set of numbers. As most standardized statistical approaches compare the means of numbers rather than vectors, it would be useful to compute such numbers from the vectors. Indeed, a number can be derived from each pair of textual fragments by computing the distance between them. Because this involves a pair of measurements rather than a single measure, this will affect the type of hypotheses we can readily test and our distributional assumptions.
Method in Action
Are Some Word Forms Associated With Meaning?
I initially applied these methods to questions that were fundamentally linked to language as such a connection made the role the texts played more straightforward. Also, because the statistics were based on the distance between two measurements rather than individual measurements, it was easier to draw hypothesis about the variance in a sample rather than its mean. For example, asking whether words consisting of a group were more similar among themselves than to other words translates to a hypothesis that the semantic space distances between words belonging to this group are smaller than those between words in general.
Essentially, this hypothesis suggests that there is less variability in the meaning of words within the group compared with a random sample of other words.
Such a hypothesis exists in the case of phonesthemes ("Phonestheme," 2017)-units of sound that appear to be related to meaning while not having independent semantic content.
Prominent examples in English are the prefixes gl-(often referring to visual stimuli and light; e.g., glimmer, glimpse, glisten) and sn-(frequently associated with the mouth and/or nose; e.g., snout, snicker, snarl). Importantly, many such phonesthemes were suggested in the literature, but there was not much empirical support for them. In particular, although there were examples of words in support of the proposed meaning of each phonestheme, there were also counter examples (e.g., glycerin, snow). It was therefore difficult to determine which phonesthemes, if any, were actually related to an aspect of meaning.
The hypothesis that a particular phonestheme (say, gl-) exists is essentially a hypothesis suggesting that words following the phonestheme's form (e.g., all words in English that start with gl-) are more likely to share some aspect of their meaning than words in general. That is, they will be more similar to each other than would be expected by chance alone. That is the hypothesis Katya Otis and I (Otis & Sagi, 2008) set out to test in our study.
Because we were interested in testing general uses of words, we used a semantic space generated from a collection of literary works. For this purpose, we put together a corpus of approximately 4,000 literary works from Project Gutenberg (see http://www.gutenberg.org/), which provides electronic versions of classical works that are out of copyright. Although this provided us with a substantial sample of English language (about 290 million words), it was also an older sample, consisting largely of 19th century works.
This means that we could only identify phonesthemes that existed in that period. However, as language change is generally a slow and gradual process, we felt that the corpus was appropriate. Moreover, many of the phonesthemes we were interested in were proposed in the first half of the 20th century and using a sample of language that predated the original proposals by a few decades was arguably a better choice for testing them than a later sample.
We have since replicated this analysis using a semantic space based on the British National Corpus (BNC Consortium, 2007) , which contains a selection of about 100 million words of British English from texts of the late 20th century. Such replication strengthens the hypothesis that these phonesthemes not only exist, but that they are relatively stable over time.
To test whether words exhibiting a particular phonestheme were more similar to each other than might be expected by chance, we first computed vectors representing all frequently occurring words in the corpus. Next, we identified all words that matched each of 47 phonesthemes that were suggested in the literature. This provided us with our measurements-word vectors representing the range of meaning exhibited by each proposed phonestheme.
To test our hypothesis, we needed to compare the variance of the words exhibiting each phonestheme with the overall variance of words in the corpus. To reduce our dependence on the distributional properties of our samples, we patterned our statistical analysis after the Monte Carlo method. We repeatedly sampled from the pair of all possible words and the pair of words following a particular phonestheme and compared the pairwise distances of the two groups.
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Using this approach allowed us to estimate the variability of our sample of pairwise distances as well as its mean, allowing for more rigorous statistical testing. We found that although some phonesthemes were statistically supported, others were not. To further validate the method we
were using, we also tested a couple of phonetic units that we were not expecting to be phonesthemes (z-and br-). As predicted, these two did not turn out as statistically supported phonesthemes.
Framing Effects in Text
Now that we have seen that this method can be applied to questions that relate to the processing of language, I turn to a case that is more closely tied to reasoning and representation-framing effects.
As described by Tversky and Kahneman (1981) , framing effects are a type of cognitive bias where presenting information in a particular manner affects how people process and react to it.
This idea has been extended and used throughout the social sciences and is particularly prevalent in political science where researchers are interested in how the framing of an idea affects its reception by the target audience.
For example, in the United States, the difference between the liberal and conservative position on the topic of abortion can be described as being based on different representation of the individuals involved in the procedure-Liberals focus on the rights of the pregnant individual (i.e., their right to choose), whereas conservatives focus on the right of the developing fetus (i.e., their right to life). Can we apply the idea that texts represent individuals and identify such differences in framing and representation by examining texts produced by people with different views?
I attempted to address this question, together with Daniel Diermeier and Stefan Kaufmann (Sagi et al., 2013) . The texts we examined in this study were speeches given by U.S. Senators on the Senate floor, and our semantic space was therefore based on a corpus of such speeches from 1989 to 2006. As we were interested in each senator's representation of abortion, we identified each occasion where they used the word and examined the context in which it was used. We constructed vectors representing each of these contexts and compared the distances from these vectors with similar vectors for the uses of the words "choice" and "life," which are key terms representing the expected frames. As predicted, we found that democrats preferred a frame of "choice" (the contexts of "abortion" and "choice" were more similar than those of "abortion" and "life"), whereas republicans preferred a frame of "life."
Following this different focus on the individual whose rights are more important, we also compared the distances of "abortion" from the neutral term "woman" and the more fetus-democratic senators are more likely to be concerned with fairness, whereas republican senators are more likely to bring forth ideas based on purity. For this purpose, we again used a semantic space based on political speeches given in the senate.
We also examined how these ideas influence the structure of social networks and demonstrated that the concern of purity is an important factor for determining who an individual user will choose to follow on twitter (Dehghani et al., 2016) . Once we identified this connection, we wanted to substantiate it and examine it outside the confines of text and social networks.
We therefore took this result that we identified in a naturally occurring corpus of tweets and constructed a psychological study to examine it further. This study demonstrated that individual preferences regarding purity are not unique to social networks and the Internet, but are prevalent in other contexts as well.
Practical Lessons Learned
Over the course of applying this method to a variety of hypotheses, I gradually realized that each study needs specific modifications and considerations. For instance, when analyzing the use of the word abortion by senators, what is the appropriate unit of measurement? Should each use be treated as an independent measure? Should they be aggregated by speaker? By political affiliation?
I decided to be conservative and averaged the semantic distances over all speakers from each party for every year. However, analyzing them independently or by speaker yielded similar results. This made me feel more confident in the robustness of the result, as well as the method. As a general rule, I believe that if the specific result varies greatly depending on how it is aggregated (when the aggregation is of little statistical significant), it should be considered suspect and additional verification be sought.
1.
2.
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However, as the number of data points tends to be large compared with traditional psychological studies, that standard of statistical significance should also be modified accordingly. By using the year as a unit of measurement, I ended up with a number of data points that is in line with psychological studies. In contrast, if I would have analyzed the approximately 11,000 contexts of abortion individually, the statistical tests would have likely been highly significant even for a negligible effect size. A possible way to address this, which I employed in my study of phonesthemes, is to report effect sizes as well as significance levels.
Conclusion
Grounding in more than one discipline often highlights some deficiencies in either field, allowing the researcher to devise a useful and non-trivial research program. The method I describe here is a novel application of methods from natural language processing to the study of psychology. In developing it, I drew on domains that I was already familiar with-psychology and linguistics. In addition, developing new methodologies for scientific research requires a careful consideration of their statistical underpinnings. It is especially important to carefully consider and make explicit the assumptions your approach relies on, such as the independence of measurements.
Using a new method to conduct research requires some creativity and flexibility, especially when it comes to selecting appropriate hypotheses. Whereas there is ample evidence for hypotheses appropriate for established methods, a new approach often requires the hypothesis to be adapted. For example, it is easier to use the text-based method I present here to compare the variability of samples than to directly assess differences in means. Nevertheless, given a theoretically grounded set of concepts, such as those provided by Moral Foundation Theory (Haidt & Joseph, 2004) , it is possible to adapt the method for measuring scalar values which are more appropriate for standard hypothesis testing statistics (e.g., t-test, ANOVA).
Exercises and Discussion Questions
How would you use texts to measure personality variables? What would you look for? (e.g., introversion/extroversion) One common application for this type of methods in Natural Language Processing is called sentiment analysis and is concerned with identifying whether a text is positive or negative.
What psychological hypotheses might be testable using sentiment analysis?
What types of hypotheses would be easy to test using language-based data? What types would be difficult?
What are the possible consequences of using a non-optimal semantic space for an
